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Abstract

Large language models often struggle to predict
runtime behavior in code generation tasks, lead-
ing to a reliance on rejection sampling (best-of-
n) to generate multiple code snippets then select
the best. Our distinction is reducing sampling
costs, without compromising generation qual-
ity. We introduce EFFICODE, a novel frame-
work that prioritizes sampling on test problems
that models can solve. We show how EFFI-
CODE estimates solvability to optimize compu-
tational costs during multiple sampling. Based
on empirical evidence, EFFICODE consistently
demonstrates reduced sampling budgets while
maintaining comparable code generation per-
formance, especially when problems are chal-
lenging. In addition, utilizing EFFICODE to
rank sampled code snippets also shows its effec-
tiveness in answer code selection for reducing
temporal costs, by not requiring any execution
or test case generation.

1 Introduction

Recently, large language models (LLMs) have
achieved success in code generation, aiming at syn-
thesizing a functionally correct program based on a
natural language problem description (Chen et al.,
2021; Li et al., 2022). Ensuring functional correct-
ness is a rigorous objective, as a single token error
during generation can render the entire output incor-
rect, while some grammatical and semantic errors
in natural language are tolerable to human readers.

To achieve rigor despite noise during generation,
existing approaches utilize rejection sampling (mul-
tiple sampling then selecting the best) to increase
the likelihood of finding a correct code among the
candidates (Li et al., 2022; Shi et al., 2022; Inala
et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2023). In this context, the
widely used metric is Pass@k (Chen et al., 2021),
which assigns a score of 1 if at least one of the k
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Figure 1: Comparison of EFFICODE to conventional
multiple sampling. The solid and the dashed line boxes
indicate the sampled code and code to be sampled for
each problem xi by the code generation model θ.

sampled candidates is correct, and 0 if all candi-
dates are incorrect.

However, the use of multiple sampling in code
generation incurs high computational costs. While
considerable efforts have been made to optimize the
computational expense of pre-training, including
addressing its environmental impact (Strubell et al.,
2019), resource-intensive inference from excessive
sampling have been largely overlooked. To moti-
vate, AlphaCode (Li et al., 2022) generates 1 mil-
lion code samples for each competition-level prob-
lem, resulting in hundreds of petaFLOPS days of
computation—equivalent to the cost of pre-training
the model.
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In addition, recent approaches (Chen et al., 2023;
Shinn et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2023) self-validate
the sampled code, by executing them with (gen-
erated) test cases. This results in a significant re-
sponse time overhead, as the samples are often
inefficiently implemented and may cause time-outs
that take several seconds (Zhang et al., 2023). Thus,
there is a critical need to reduce the expense of
multiple sampling and refining, for deploying an
industry-scale code generation with efficiency and
sustainability.

In our research, we aim to minimize the compu-
tational and temporal costs in code generation by
reducing the sample size and avoiding execution
in validation without compromising accuracy. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the contrast between conventional
sampling with a uniform sampling cost of k and
our proposed approach, referred to as EFFICODE,
which prioritizes the necessary k samples on aver-
age (k ă k) with the following characteristics:

First, necessary: we prioritize investing the sam-
pling budget in solving simple problems that termi-
nate early (e.g., x3 in Figure 1a), or avoiding wast-
ing resources on hard problems that never terminate
(e.g., x1 in Figure 1a), unlike conventional sam-
pling investing equally to all problems. To achieve
this, we propose a solvability estimator, which de-
termines if a problem is likely to be solvable based
on either 1) producing fewer errors, or 2) close to
the problems successfully solved in the past.

Second, adaptive: we can assess the correct-
ness of a partially decoded sample even before
its completion. In contrast, conventional sampling
continues decoding until their completion without
verification. This adaptability allows us to make
more informed decisions during the decoding pro-
cess to potentially save computational resources by
terminating the decoding early.

In our main experiment, we validate the effec-
tiveness of EFFICODE in improving the sample
efficiency of GPT-3.5 (OpenAI, 2022) on Code-
Contests (Li et al., 2022), HumanEval (Chen et al.,
2021), and MBPP (Austin et al., 2021) benchmarks.
In addition, we empirically confirm the effective-
ness of using EFFICODE as a ranker to select cor-
rect code for reducing temporal costs, without re-
quiring any code execution.

In summary, the key contributions of this study
are as follows:

• We propose a novel framework, called EFFI-
CODE, which significantly enhances the sam-

ple efficiency of code generation models by
leveraging solvability estimation, allowing for
more effective allocation of sampling budget.

• Our method dynamically adapts to the cor-
rectness of partially decoded samples, early
terminating wasteful computation on complet-
ing unnecessary decoding.

• We empirically validate the improved sample
efficiency on various benchmarks. The experi-
mental results provide evidence of the benefits
of our approach in practical scenarios.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we define code generation task and
its characteristic of requiring multiple sampling.
Next, we explain our research goal, sample effi-
ciency.

Code Generation. Given a set of problems X
and a code generation model θ, code generation is
the task of synthesizing a correct solution code for
each problem xi P X:

c˚ “ arg max
cPC

fpc, xiq, (1)

where C is the set of every possible code that θ
can generate. Ideally, fpc, xiq is calculated by exe-
cuting the generated code c with test cases for the
problem xi, returning 1 if it passes all test runs and
0 for else. Generally, test cases are unavailable dur-
ing inference time (Chen et al., 2023; Shinn et al.,
2023).

Sampling Multiple Candidates. One of the dis-
tinctions of code generation from natural language
generation is its rigor; even a single mistakenly
generated token can cause the entire code to be
incorrect. To compensate this, code generation usu-
ally samples a set of multiple candidates Ci to
solve each problem xi P X (Chen et al., 2021; Li
et al., 2022). Code generation passes, when there
exists c P Ci such that fpc, xiq “ 1, denote as
F pCiq “ 1, and fails otherwise, or, F pCiq “ 0.

Sample Efficiency. Our objective is to maximize
the pass rate of code generation:

ř|X|
i“1 F pCiq

|X| , (2)

while ensuring sample efficiency by constraining
that the total cost of sampling (e.g. the number of
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generated code samples) should not exceed a total
sampling budget B:

|X|ÿ

i“1

|Ci| ď B. (3)

3 Related Work

3.1 Code Generation with LLMs

Recent work has shown that LLMs trained on
source code corpus can synthesize correct code
by given natural language descriptions. Early ap-
proaches like GPT-NEO (Black et al., 2021) and
GPT-J (Wang and Komatsuzaki, 2021) add code
data into pre-training corpus. Later, CODEX (Chen
et al., 2021), which has Code-davinci-002 as its
variation, targets to code generation solely, by
first pre-trained on text then further pre-trained
on code only corpus. AlphaCode (Li et al., 2022)
shows an average human programmer performance
in competition-level code generation. Several ap-
proaches like CODEGEN (Nijkamp et al., 2023),
CODET5 (Wang et al., 2021), CODET5+ (Wang
et al., 2023), SANTACODER (Allal et al., 2023), and
STARCODER (Li et al., 2023) reveal publicly avail-
able LLMs for code generation. CODERL (Le et al.,
2022) further improves CODET5 by applying rein-
forcement learning and critic sampling. Recently,
GPT-3.5 (Ouyang et al., 2022) and GPT-4 (OpenAI,
2023) show remarkable performance improvement
by reinforcement learning from human feedback
(RLHF), and phi-1 (Gunasekar et al., 2023) orga-
nizes high quality dataset to significantly improve
the performance while keeping the model size as
1.3B.

Our distinction. EFFICODE is a model-agnostic
framework that can be employed to improve sample
efficiency across LLMs.

3.2 Sample Efficiency on Code Generation

To ensure the correctness of generation, existing
approaches aim to over-generate then filter incor-
rect ones. CODERANKER (Inala et al., 2022) pro-
poses a ranker, trained to distinguish between cor-
rect and incorrect code, as well as classify the er-
ror types in the incorrect code. Alternatively to a
trained ranker, later approaches filter out incorrect
code through code execution. AlphaCode (Li et al.,
2022) generates test inputs for each problem, clus-
ters the code samples by the outputs from generated
inputs, and randomly selects code samples from

the biggest cluster to smaller ones. CODET (Chen
et al., 2023) synthesizes test cases, and mutually
verifies the code candidates and the generated test
cases, to filter incorrect ones out. Lastly, one may
consider generating then fixing towards correct-
ness. ALGO (Zhang et al., 2023) uses exhaustively
searched reference oracle code to verify and re-
fine code candidates. REFLEXION (Shinn et al.,
2023) generates test cases then conducts iterative
self-verification and refinement over the generated
code, regarding the final version as the most correct
one.

As an alternative to execution-based correct-
ness evaluation, the similarity of generated code
to human annotated reference can be used. Code-
BLEU (Ren et al., 2020) employs abstract syntax
trees (AST) to capture code syntax and data-flow
to quantify similarity.

Our distinction. All three categories require ad-
ditional model inference, and generally need code
execution using (annotated or synthetic) test cases.
In contrast, EFFICODE tackles sample efficiency
without requiring additional inference or code exe-
cution, reducing both computational and temporal
costs. Specifically, we repurpose CodeBLEU, from
its original use of evaluation, to measure code sim-
ilarity between generated code and past solutions
to estimate generation correctness.

4 EFFICODE

EFFICODE is a novel framework that aims to
achieve sample-efficient code generation by esti-
mating the solvability for each problem, then priori-
tizing the problems to allocate the sampling budget.

4.1 Code Sampling as Discrete Search

We want to estimate the sampling priority among
problems. We explain the paradigm of sampling
multiple code samples per problem as discrete
search, analogous to regarding decoding a text se-
quence as discrete search (Lu et al., 2022). Specifi-
cally, we define a state as st “ rC1

t , C
2
t , ..., C

|X|
t s

where Ci
t is the set of sampled code for each

problem xi P X until a time step t. An action
at P Apstq from an action space A in st means to
sample more candidates for xmpatq where mpatq
is an indexing function.1 The transition of each
step of sampling consists of 1) selecting a problem,

1For example, if mpatq “ 3, then x3 is selected to sample
more code in time step t.
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Figure 2: Solvability estimation by EFFICODE. A prob-
lem xi is assigned a high priority if Ci

t , the set of sam-
pled code so far, has little syntax errors (errit “ h in
Eq (6)) and also exhibits high similarity with Cpre, the
code for problems that are already solved by the model
(simi

t “ h in Eq (7)).

2) sampling new candidates of the selected prob-
lem, and 3) expanding new candidates to the set of
sampled code:

Ci
t`1 “

#
Ci
t Y C 1

t, if mpatq “ i,

Ci
t , otherwise,

(4)

where C 1
t is the set of new code samples of xmpatq

drawn from pθpC 1
t;xmpatqq, i.e., the probability dis-

tribution of the code generation model θ. The initial
state is C0

i “ tu, and the sampling process contin-
ues until Eq (3) is violated.

4.2 Solvability Estimation

During the multiple sampling process, EFFI-
CODE prioritizes the problems by estimating the
ground truth solvability for each xi. As the solv-
ability is relative to the capability of θ, we consider
1) the difficulty of xi by θ, and 2) the similarity of
xi with problems that θ previously solved. Figure 2
shows the overview of solvability estimation by
EFFICODE.

Solvability. We define a solvability of the model
θ to the problem xi as the likelihood of sampling a
correct code using θ:

S˚pxi; θq “ ECi„pθpCi;xiq rF pCiqs , (5)

while satisfying Eq (3). Then, a problem xi is more
solvable than another problem xj if S˚pxi; θq ą
S˚pxj ; θq. If both xi and xj are not solved yet, we
prefer to sample more for xi over xj .

importpickle

def load_pkl(path):
    with open(path, 'rb') as fp:
        data = pickle.load(fp)
    return data

No error
No error
Undecided (EndOfFile error)

Undecided (EndOfFile error)

No error
No error

(a) Fully decoded.

importpickle

def load_pkl(path):
    with open(path, 'rb': as fp:

No error
No error
Undecided (EndOfFile error)

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

data = pickle.load(fp)
    return data

SyntaxError: invalid syntax
SyntaxError: invalid syntax

(b) Pruned before fully decoded due to syntax error.

Figure 3: Sample-prunable decoding periodically checks
whether the current partially generated code contains
syntax errors that will remain after completion.

Error Ratio. Unlike execution-based approaches
such as CODET (Chen et al., 2023) and REFLEX-
ION (Shinn et al., 2023), EFFICODE approximates
the likelihood of errorneous execution at time step
t as syntax errors in Ci

t , following the convention
in (Hendrycks et al., 2021).

For the representativeness, we skip the prioritiza-
tion when |Ci

t | is smaller than a hyperparameter N .
Formally, we assign errit based on the error ratio
in Ci

t as,

errit “
#
h if t ă N or ERpCi

tq ď TE ,

l, otherwise,
(6)

where h and l ph ą lq are hyperparameters for
priority scores, ERpCi

tq is the ratio of code samples
with syntax errors in Ci

t , and TE is the threshold
hyperparameter.

Similarity w/ Solved Problems. We prioritize
sampling for the problem instance xi if it is similar
to previously solved problems by θ. To investigate
the similarity of the problems from the perspective
of θ, we compare Ci

t to Cpre– a set of correct code
for previously solved problems by θ– using Code-
BLEU (Ren et al., 2020). This approach is particu-
larly advantageous in industrial contexts, utilizing
readily available accumulated logs as Cpre.

Formally, we assign simi
t the priority of xi by
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(a) HumanEval-Extreme
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(b) MBPP-Extreme
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(c) CodeContests-Extreme

Figure 4: Results on various benchmarks with extreme settings. Bar charts, which belong to the left side of y-axis,
denote the reduced amount of sampling budget to reach Pass@k performance. Line charts belong to the right side
of y-axis, indicating Pass@k scores. Throughout the benchmarks, code samples were generated by GPT-3.5 with
Self-planning.

the similarity between Ci
t and Cpre as,

simi
t “

$
’&
’%

h if t ă N or

SIMpCi
t , Cpre; stq ě S%,

l, otherwise,

(7)

where SIMpCi
t , Cpre; stq ranks the similarity be-

tween Ci
t and Cpre within the state st “

rC1
t , ..., C

|X|
t s, and returns this rank as a percent-

age. To enhance the understanding of θ’s capability,
we use Self-planning (Jiang et al., 2023), which
synthesizes commented high-level blueprints then
generates code. The similarity is then measured
after concatenating the blueprints and code.

For the robustness over errors in estimated solv-
abilities, we use weighted sampling to select the
next action at P Apstq. The weight value pit for
at where mpatq “ i is the (normalized) min score
between errit and simi

t:

P pmpatq “ iq “ pit for i P t1, 2, . . . , |X|u,
pit “ minperrit, simi

tqř
j minperrjt , simj

t q
. (8)

4.3 Adaptive Decoding

EFFICODE dynamically adapts to partial decoding
by periodically inspecting for early termination.
EFFICODE specifically targets the subset of incor-
rect code that exhibits syntax errors, which are
relatively common in code generated from LLMs.
For example, approximately 11% of Python code
generated by AlphaCode contains syntax errors (Li
et al., 2022).

EFFICODE halts the decoding procedure when
syntax errors are detected, while excluding unde-
cidable ones like EndOfFile which can be recti-
fied with proper subsequent code lines.2 Figure 3
demonstrates EFFICODE detecting syntax errors
after each line of code is decoded. We leverage
the accurate and low-overhead compiler of the des-
ignated programming language, such as Python’s
built-in compiler, for syntax verification. This ap-
proach effectively prunes incorrect code segments
before their completion, lowering the total decod-
ing expense.

5 Experimental Setup

We evaluate the effectiveness of EFFICODE by as-
sessing its impact on the sample efficiency of GPT-
3.5-turbo-0301 (OpenAI, 2022), a sibling model
of InstructGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022). Throughout
the experiments, we use nucleus sampling (Holtz-
man et al., 2020) with the top p “ 0.95 and the
temperature T “ 0.8 (Chen et al., 2021; Nijkamp
et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2023). The implementation
details for EFFICODE is explained in Appendix A.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

We use a popular metric Pass@k (Chen et al., 2021)
that equally samples k code samples for each prob-
lem, and plot the average number of samples k
to reach the same performance with Pass@k (i.e.
necessary budget), where the reduced number of
samples per problem can vary. For correct code

2For other languages like C, C++, and Java, we can con-
sider additional undecidable cases such as unfinished paren-
theses.
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Code Selection Method Execution Model
n@k

k n=1 n=2
HumanEval-Hard50

None GPT-4 30 60.0: -
REFLEXION (w/o test run) GPT-4 30 52.0: -
REFLEXION required GPT-4 30 68.0: -
None GPT-3.5 30 40.9 48.4
None GPT-3.5; 30 47.8 57.4
EFFICODE GPT-3.5; 30 49.0 57.7

HumanEval
CODERANKER Codex 100 32.3 -
ALPHACODE-C required Code-davinci-002 100 55.1 64.1
CODET required Code-davinci-002 100 65.8 75.1
REFLEXION required GPT-4 30 91.0 -
None GPT-3.5 100 63.0 69.4
None GPT-3.5; 100 68.5 77.1
EFFICODE GPT-3.5; 100 69.9 77.3

MBPP
ALPHACODE-C required Code-davinci-002 100 62.0 70.7
CODET required Code-davinci-002 100 67.7 74.6
None GPT-4 30 80.1 -
REFLEXION required GPT-4 30 77.1 -
None GPT-3.5 100 59.7 66.4
None GPT-3.5; 100 66.1 72.3
EFFICODE GPT-3.5; 100 66.1 72.1

CodeContests
CODET required Code-davinci-002 1000 2.1 2.3
ALGO required Code-davinci-002 1000 5.6 5.6
None GPT-3.5 100 2.6 4.1
None GPT-3.5; 100 3.9 5.6
EFFICODE GPT-3.5; 100 6.7 7.9

Table 1: Results for n@k code sample selection are shown above, with values above the dashed line directly sourced
from original works. Red and blue colored scores are the results without code execution that are higher or lower
than the scores when the code selection method is not applied. Generated code is written in Python language, except
for the daggered results (:) written in Rust language. The double dagger (;) signifies that Self-planning (Jiang et al.,
2023) is applied for code generation. For REFLEXION, we regard max 30 iterations of refinement and use the final
version as selecting one from 30 samples.

selection, we use n@k (Li et al., 2022), which sam-
ples k candidates, then ranks or filters to select n
samples.

5.2 Benchmarks

We conduct experiments on below three code gen-
eration benchmarks: CodeContests (Li et al., 2022)
consists of 13K / 113 / 165 of training / valid /
test problems from various code competition web-
sites. HumanEval (Chen et al., 2021) is a hand-
crafted test dataset containing 164 Python prob-
lems. MBPP (sanitized; Austin et al., 2021) con-
tains 427 crowd-sourced Python problems.

In extreme settings, we first sample 100 code
samples per problem by GPT-3.5 with Self-
planning (Jiang et al., 2023), then select problems
that the solved ratio (i.e. the ratio of correct code
samples to all the generated samples) is below
10%. The dataset size of CodeContests-Extreme,

HumanEval-Extreme, and MBPP-Extreme is 151,
22, and 89, respectively.

To compare EFFICODE with REFLEXION (Shinn
et al., 2023) in correct code selection, we also re-
port EFFICODE in another HumanEval subset con-
sists of 50 problems, namely HumanEval-Hard50.

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Sample Efficiency

In our main experiment, we validated the effec-
tiveness of EFFICODE in improving the sample
efficiency, comparing with conventional sampling.
When gauging the effectiveness of solvability es-
timation, it becomes challenging especially when
dealing with problems of high solvability. In such
cases, even if we were to randomly select them, the
Pass@k score would effortlessly increase, poten-
tially masking the true performance of the estima-
tion process. Therefore, we evaluate EFFICODE on
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Benchmark Method
n@100

n=1 n=2
None 2.0 3.9HumanEval-Extreme EFFICODE 4.6 9.1
None 1.4 2.7MBPP-Extreme EFFICODE 4.5 4.5
None 0.3 0.6CodeContests-Extreme EFFICODE 1.3 2.0

Table 2: Results of selecting n code samples from 100
for each problem (n@100; n@k where k=100).

extreme-level subsets of the benchmarks where
each problem has the solve ratio below 10%.

As shown in Figure 4, EFFICODE consistently re-
quires the reduced number of necessary budget k to
reach the Pass@k performance. This is a novel con-
tribution, as previous research has not addressed
the sample efficiency of code generation models
during inference. Note that EFFICODE is especially
effective when the test set is hard– in CodeContests-
Extreme, EFFICODE only requires 16% less budget
to reach Pass@100 performance.

6.2 Functional Correctness
Recent approaches focus on specifying which can-
didate is functionally correct (Li et al., 2022; Inala
et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2023). We validate the cor-
rectness of EFFICODE, which can reduce temporal
costs by alleviating code execution.

The results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
It is noteworthy that REFLEXION, a popular code
refinement method, significantly drops n@k per-
formance when applied without code execution in
HumanEval-Hard50, and even with code execution
in MBPP. In contrast, EFFICODE consistently im-
proves n@k performance except for MBPP, but
still shows comparable performance to that of EF-
FICODE is not applied.

7 Conclusion

This paper studies sample efficiency in code gen-
eration, which significantly affects the computa-
tional/temporal costs and environmental conse-
quences yet has been neglected. Our proposed ap-
proach EFFICODE prioritizes sampling on test prob-
lems by estimating solvability. We conduct exten-
sive experiments on the CodeContests, HumanEval,
and MBPP benchmarks, consistently showing the
improved sample efficiency. Additionally, EFFI-
CODE can be used as correct code selection while
reducing temporal costs by alleviating code execu-
tion.
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A Implementation Detail

Solvability Estimation. To check syntax errors,
we use the built-in compiler function compile in
Python 3.9.12. The error ratio threshold TE is set
to 0.7, and the skip parameter for representative-
ness N is set to 10. We set the high/low priority
value h and l as 1 and 0.1. For CodeContests, we
generate 10 code samples per problem in the val-
idation set, then use the solved problems and the
corresponding correct code samples as Xpre and
Cpre. As HumanEval and MBPP3 have only test
data, we use each other as the log to build Xpre and
Cpre. To avoid mistakenly giving a low priority, we
conservatively set the top S as 80%.

Adaptivity. To check syntax errors in partial
code written in Python language, we use the same
built-in compile function as in solvability estima-
tion. Specifically, we validate partial code when its
current code line is finished. We determine whether
a line has been finished or not by checking if the
last character is a newline character ('\n')4. If the
partial code contains any syntax errors except for
EndOfFile, we immediately stop decoding and dis-
card the partial sample. If the decoding is success-
fully done, we conduct a final validation. This time,
as there is no further decoding, we discard all the
syntactically erroneous code including EndOfFile
errors.

3To compare with CODET (Chen et al., 2023), we use the
entire MBPP sanitized set as the test set.

4We do not check ‘\\n’ as the compiler regards the current
code line is not finished and is extended to the following line.
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